ICM(I) DROP-IN DISPENSER INSTALLATION
TAKE-A-TICKET, INC. RECOMMENDS YOU HAVE A
PROFESSIONAL CONTRACTOR INSTALL THIS UNIT.
HERE ARE SUGGESTIONS IF YOU INSTALL THIS UNIT
YOURSELF.
Note: You may want to remove the loose top glass that is taped in before you
start or leave it taped in and work carefully.

Be sure that the number clip on the display ticket corresponds with that game
in the tray where the game is stored.

#5 STEPS FOR INSTALLATION:

Mount tickets on the upright pieces of
plastic and clip on the number clips provided.

1. Before you cut a hole make sure you have clearance under the
counter!

Display tray – Use void tickets provided
by the lottery

♦ The hole is at least 18-3/4” x 18-3/4” The hole should be set in at least
3” from the clerk’s side of the counter
♦ Depth beneath counter is 15” for 16 game, 18” for 20 game and 21”
for 24 game
♦ Are you sure of clearance and the hole’s location? Check it
again!

2. Remove the trays and display tray supports from the unit and set
aside.
3. Cut the hole. Wait! Are you sure about the location?
·
·
·

Hole size is 18-3/4 x 18-3/4”.
Apply a bead of caulking around the hole on the counter surface.
Drop the upper portion of the dispenser with the metal frame and
glass into hole. The open side with no white plastic faces the
clerk’s side.

4. Load the display tray and place it up under the glass. Use the numbered clips provided on the displayed tickets to make it easy for the
customer to tell which ticket they want to buy.
5. Load the trays with the ticket packs. Place the tickets under the
plastic rods. Do not run the tickets over the rods. Place the trays in the
dispenser and lock.
QUESTIONS? Call us at (800) 253-4295 or email: info@tatinc.com
TAKE-A-TICKET, INC. - 130 NE Montgomery Street – Albany, OR 97321

ICM(I) Drop-in loading instructions

